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My home. My bedroom.





Say  in English



[w] Wall, wardrobe, window, washbasin

[tʃ] Chair, armchair, picture, kitchen

[t] Table, carpet, computer, TV

[ð] There is, there are, this, that

[θ] Bath, bathroom, three, thank



    behind In front of above

   under       next to        in           on

Prepositions of place



Choose the correct preposition(in, at, on)

1. My husband was born … Germany. 
2. The dog is sleeping … the grass … our garden. 
3. There are two funny posters … the wall … my bedroom.
4. Put this toy … the shelf. 
5. My room was … the third floor. 
6. He left his bicycle … the road . 
7. There is a big hole … my pocket. 
8. Have you heard some noise … the street? 
9. My favorite restaurant is … King street. 

10. I think I know this girl … the picture. 
11. A huge fly was creeping … the picture. 
12. I prefer to spend my weekends … home.
13. Look at those black clouds … the sky. 
14.  You should turn left … the traffic lights. 
15. Sophie is … the dentist’s now. 
16. Tom usually has breakfast … school. 



 What room is it?
What is the color of furniture in 
the room?
What has room got?



Fill in the preposition and translate the sentences

1. The clock hangs on the wall, … the table. (above/under/on)
2. He has played Hamlet … the stage many times. (on/in/next to)
3. The bank is … the post-office and the beauty salon. 

(behind/at/between)
4. The ball has rolled … the bed. (on/under/above)
5. Bob and Jane were sitting in the café … each other. 

(between/behind/in front of)
6. The gym is … my college. (next to/on/between)
7. The office address is … the top of the page. (in/at/above)


